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Cove lighting can enhance and draw attention to the architectural details of coved or coffered ceilings while contributing to the ambient illumination of a space. The indirect illumination boosts the overall brightness of a room while accentuating architectural details.

The Covert® family of LED luminaires provides adjustable and fixed cove lighting solutions to accommodate varying spaces. Energy efficient and optimized for visual appeal, Covert® and Covert Lite® are ideal for heightening the atmosphere of corridors, lobbies, and entryways.
COVERT LITE®

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR ANY APPLICATION
Easy to specify, cost effective, and available quickly

Frosted acrylic lens: Provides a sleek aesthetic, uniform illumination, brightness control and protection from debris. The smooth surface allows for easy cleaning.

Low profile: Only 2.02" high with a concealed light source blending seamlessly into the ceiling. Suitable for coves ranging from 4"-24" in height.

Secure mount: Affix luminaire to cove or join units together without removing components for secure placement.

Quick connect thru-wire: Engineered to enable fast installation. Provides a quick electrical connection for continuous runs and accommodates gaps up to 1" between luminaires.

Driver access: Driver is accessible without removing luminaire for easy serviceability.

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR ANY APPLICATION
Easy to specify, cost effective, and available quickly
COVERT®

THE ULTIMATE COVE LIGHTING SOLUTION
Precise adjustment makes any cove shine

Bar adjustment: Tilt the light bar to direct the beam, maximizing forward throw and putting the light where you need it.

Light Scoop adjustment: Lift the scoop to direct more light toward the ceiling, a perfect effect with sloped or arched ceilings.

Dual adjustment: Dial in the ideal distribution for each cove application by adjusting both the Bar and Light Scoop adjustment elements. Built-in versatility helps lighting professionals achieve the right result every time.

Locking mechanism: A dial and adjuster on the housing indicate the position of the light bar or light scoop from position 0 to 8. To adjust, simply loosen the thumbscrew and move by hand to the desired position, then tighten the screw. Position indicators are visible from above.

From shallow or narrow, to sloped or arched, Covert’s versatile design accommodates cove architectures of any kind. Three profiles fitting in drywall or grid applications, a precise directional aiming mechanism, and the ability to specify patterns or continuous runs make Covert the ultimate cove lighting solution.

The tight directional illumination of the LED light source creates greater efficacy resulting in lower energy consumption and a smooth distribution. Continuous, shadow-free illumination and high lumen outputs enhance and emphasize architectural elements.

Up to 111 LPW
Up to 1250 lm/ft